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From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Cockroaches, Olav Johansen is a walking contradiction: a
cold-blooded killer with a heart of gold. This was not a
problem—until he fell for his boss’s wife…. “Nesbø’s muchheralded gifts are on display.” —The New York Times Book
Review Olav is a fixer for a high-profile crime kingpin in
1970s Oslo. He easily takes care of anyone who causes
trouble for his boss. But he is more complicated than he
seems. Olav's latest job puts him at the pinnacle of his
trade, but it may become his greatest mistake: It turns out
that the more you know about your boss's business, the more
your boss might want you fixed yourself—especially if you're
falling for his wife.
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • In this electrifying thriller
from the author of Police and The Snowman, Inspector Harry
Hole hunts down a serial murderer who targets his victims—on
Tinder. The murder victim, a self-declared Tinder addict.
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The one solid clue—fragments of rust and paint in her
wounds—leaves the investigating team baffled. Two days
later, there’s a second murder: a woman of the same age, a
Tinder user, an eerily similar scene. The chief of police
knows there’s only one man for this case. But Harry Hole is
no longer with the force. He promised the woman he loves,
and he promised himself, that he’d never go back: not after
his last case, which put the people closest to him in grave
danger. But there’s something about these murders that
catches his attention, something in the details that the
investigators have missed. For Harry, it’s like hearing “the
voice of a man he was trying not to remember.” Now, despite
his promises, despite everything he risks, Harry throws
himself back into the hunt for a figure who haunts him, the
monster who got away.
"When a Russian billionaire robs the Norwegian Gold Reserve
and melts the last remaining gold bar into the Premier
Soccer League trophy, it's up to Doctor Proctor, Nilly and
Lisa to recapture it"-Page 2/32
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The Fart Powder was such a successful invention that Doctor
Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa couldn’t stop there. Next up: a
time-travelling bathtub. You just hop in, lather up the Time
Soap, and wish for where you’d like to go. Doctor Proctor
has plans for this new invention. You see, he lost his true
love years ago, when Juliette Margarine married an evil
count. The good Doctor has never quite gotten over this, and
he's going back to change it. But when things go wrong, it's
up to Nilly and Lisa to travel back in time to right all
wrongs and reunite the two lovebirds. Nothing is quite so
simple in a Jo Nesbo book. Enter a herd of hippos, a
scheming assistant, and Time Soap that keeps going awry,
sending Nilly and Lisa to the storming of the Bastille!
Fortunately, as in every Jo Nesbo book, the Fart Powder
solves everything.
The Snowman, The Leopard, Phantom
A Harry Hole Novel (7)
William Shakespeare's Macbeth Retold: A Novel
The Redeemer
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A Novel
Stories from the 1st Squadron, 9th Cavalry, in Vietnam,
1965-1971
LAPD Detective Harry Bosch tackles three tough cases that span a legendary
career in this never-before-collected trio of stories. In "Christmas Even," the case
of a burglar killed in mid-heist leads Bosch to retrace a link to his past. In
"Father's Day," Bosch investigates a young boy's seemingly accidental death and
confronts his own fears as a father. In "Angle of Investigation," Bosch delves into
one of the first homicides he ever worked back as a uniformed rookie patrolman,
a case that was left unsolved for decades. Together, these gripping stories span
Bosch's controversial career at the LAPD, and show the evolution of the haunted,
legendary investigator he would become. Utterly unputdownable, they are proof
that "Connelly never stops doling out the suspense....Once it grabs you in those
first few pages, it won't let go of you" (Boston Globe).
When a Russian billionaire robs the Norwegian Gold Reserve and melts the last
remaining gold bar into the Premier Soccer League trophy, it's up to Doctor
Proctor, Nilly and Lisa to get the trophy and save Norway. But with a failed breakin attempt into the billionaire's subterranean gold-melting lab and the Norwegian
Gold Reserve Inspection only three days away, the only way to retrieve the
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trophy is to win it back. Hoping to prevent national panic and uproar, Nilly and
Lisa join the Rotten Ham soccer team and use the Fartonaut Powder, along with
a handful of Doctor Proctor's other wacky inventions, to try and lead the hopeless
underdog team to victory before time runs out.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • Inspector Harry Hole pursues an assassin
bent on revenge in this “fast-and-furious” installment (The New York Times Book
Review) of the bestselling series. Shots ring out at a Salvation Army Christmas
concert in Oslo, leaving one of the singers dead in the street. The trail will lead
Harry Hole, Oslo’s best investigator and worst civil servant, deep into the darkest
corners of the city and, eventually, to Croatia. An assassin forged in the war-torn
region has been brought to Oslo to settle an old debt. As the police circle in, the
killer becomes increasingly desperate and the danger mounts for Harry and his
colleagues.
Pulitzer Prize winner and American master Anne Tyler brings us an inspired,
witty and irresistible contemporary take on one of Shakespeare’s most beloved
comedies. Kate Battista feels stuck. How did she end up running house and
home for her eccentric scientist father and uppity, pretty younger sister Bunny?
Plus, she’s always in trouble at work – her pre-school charges adore her, but
their parents don’t always appreciate her unusual opinions and forthright manner.
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Dr. Battista has other problems. After years out in the academic wilderness, he is
on the verge of a breakthrough. His research could help millions. There’s only
one problem: his brilliant young lab assistant, Pyotr, is about to be deported. And
without Pyotr, all would be lost. When Dr. Battista cooks up an outrageous plan
that will enable Pyotr to stay in the country, he’s relying – as usual – on Kate to
help him. Kate is furious: this time he’s really asking too much. But will she be
able to resist the two men’s touchingly ludicrous campaign to bring her around?
A Harry Hole Novel (8)
The Leopard
Three Harry Bosch Stories
Macbeth
The Jealousy Man and Other Stories
Harry Hole Mysteries 3-Book Bundle
Brennan, a critically acclaimed author, has collected the stories of his fellow
Headhunters--the men who fought with Vietnam's first helicopter reconnaissance squadron.
They recall the war in their own words, providing oral history at its most exciting and most
unforgettable.
Man Booker Prize-winner Howard Jacobson brings his singular brilliance to this modern reimagining of one of Shakespeare’s most unforgettable characters: Shylock Winter, a cemetery,
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Shylock. In this provocative and profound interpretation of The Merchant of Venice, Shylock
is juxtaposed against his present-day counterpart in the character of art dealer and conflicted
father Simon Strulovitch. With characteristic irony, Jacobson presents Shylock as a man of
incisive wit and passion, concerned still with questions of identity, parenthood, anti-Semitism
and revenge. While Strulovich struggles to reconcile himself to his daughter Beatrice's
“betrayal” of her family and heritage—as she is carried away by the excitement of
Manchester high society, and into the arms of a footballer notorious for giving a Nazi salute
on the field—Shylock alternates grief for his beloved wife with rage against his own
daughter's rejection of her Jewish upbringing. Culminating in a shocking twist on Shylock’s
demand for the infamous pound of flesh, Jacobson’s insightful retelling examines
contemporary, acutely relevant questions of Jewish identity while maintaining a poignant
sympathy for its characters and a genuine spiritual kinship with its antecedent—a drama
which Jacobson himself considers to be “the most troubling of Shakespeare’s plays for anyone,
but, for an English novelist who happens to be Jewish, also the most challenging.”
Rising romance novelist Jamie Carie’s second book, The Duchess and the Dragon, tells the epic
story of two unlikely soulmates who live worlds apart but soon meet and turn each other’s
world upside down. Drake Weston, Duke of Northumberland, is accustomed to a life of royalty
until a tragic mistake followed by murderous rage results in his darkening character and
sudden flee from England. With a hoarde of money on which to survive, Drake hops a ship of
indentured servants to America but is duly robbed and taken ill by the merciless sea voyage. In
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Pennsylvania, Serena Winter is a humble, devoted Quaker on a mission of mercy, ready to tend
the sick people aboard a ship that has just arrived from England. Taken by Drake’s air of dark
mystery after he begins to serve as an apprentice to her silversmith father, Serena falls in love
and is excommunicated by her fellow believers when she accepts a non-Quaker’s marriage
proposal. Not knowing Drake’s history, Serena is later shocked to discover her new status as a
duchess. What follows are hard truths and softening hearts, romance triangles, webs of deceit,
and ultimately, the power of grace, love, and passion. Endorsements: "Enthralling. The
Duchess and the Dragon brought me to tears, to joy, and finally the delight of having just read
an absorbing-till-the-last-line novel."—Lauraine Snelling, author of Breaking Free and An
Untamed Land "A thoroughly entertaining and uplifting read . . . an absolute treat." —The
Sunpiper Book Review "Jamie Carie's characterization is brilliant with . . . a depth and
authenticity rarely seen in romance novels . . . With one book she has entrenched herself a
place as one of my ‘must read’ authors." —RelzReviews "This well-written title deserves a spot
on your shelves." —Christian Retailing
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • An “addictive page-turner” (Los Angeles
Times)—Inspector Harry Hole attempts to exonerate his would-be son Oleg in this installment
of the New York Times bestselling series. When Harry Hole moved to Hong Kong, he thought
he was escaping the traumas of his life in Oslo and his career as a detective for good. But now,
the unthinkable has happened—Oleg, the boy he helped raise, has been arrested for killing a
man. Harry can't believe that Oleg is a murderer, so he returns to hunt down the real killer.
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Although he's off the police force, he still has a case to solve that will send him into the depths
of the city’s drug culture, where a shockingly deadly new street drug is gaining popularity. This
most personal of investigations will force Harry to confront his past and the wrenching truth
about Oleg and himself.
Vinegar Girl
A Harry Hole Novel (9)
Knife
Cockroaches
Bubble in the Bathtub
The Redbreast
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • A tense and atmospheric standalone thriller
about two brothers, one small town, and a lifetime of dark secrets,
from the bestselling author of the Harry Hole novels. “I read The
Kingdom and couldn’t put it down ... Suspenseful ... Original ... This
one is special in every way.”—Stephen King, acclaimed internationally
bestselling author Roy and Carl, brothers from a small mountain town,
have spent their whole lives hiding from the darkness in their
pasts—Roy by staying put and staying quiet, and Carl by running far
away. Roy believed his little brother was gone for good. But Carl has
big plans for his hometown. And when he returns with a mysterious new
wife and a business opportunity that seems too good to be true,
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simmering tensions begin to surface and unexplained deaths in the
town’s past come under new scrutiny. Soon powerful players set their
sights on taking the brothers down by exposing their role in the
town’s sordid history. But Roy and Carl are survivors, and no
strangers to violence. As the town’s long-buried past begins to
surface, Roy will be forced to choose between his own flesh and blood
and a future he had never dared to believe possible.
“Large helpings of whimsy, humorous black-and-white illustrations, and
the occasional fart joke provide plenty of silliness” (Booklist) in
the third Doctor Proctor adventure from New York Times bestselling
author Jo Nesbø. Nilly, Lisa, and Doctor Proctor are too busy
inventing things to watch TV, and everyone says they’re missing out on
the hot singing competition. But then Nilly and Lisa notice that their
friends and family are acting really weird. And the only people acting
weird…are the ones watching TV. What’s going on is WAY bigger than a
singing competition. It could mean the end of the world. Or a silent
but deadly could save everything! Let ’er rip.
Doctor Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa try to save the holidays in this farttastically funny adventure from New York Times bestselling author Jo
Nesbø. When the king of Norway sells the rights to Christmas to Mr.
Thrane, it looks like the holidays aren’t going to be very merry. Mr.
Thrane says that the only people who can celebrate are those who buy
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10,000 crowns worth of presents from his department store. For anyone
who doesn’t—or can’t—spend that much, it’s no tree, no presents, no
carols, and no Christmas pudding. Dr. Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa aren’t
going to take this sitting down! They’re going to find Santa and save
Christmas. All they need is a sleigh, flying reindeer, some time
travel soap, and, of course, some fart powder!
“An elegant and complex thriller….Harrowingly beautiful.” —New York
Times Book Review “A hugely impressive achievement—ambitious in scope,
and skilled in execution.” —Los Angeles Times “The Redbreast certainly
ranks with the best of current American crime fiction.” —Washington
Post Jo Nesbø, the New York Times bestselling author of The Snowman,
has solidified his spot as one of the most exciting Scandinavian
thriller writer in the crime fiction business. The Redbreast is a
fabulous installment in Nesbø’s tough-as-nails series protagonist,
Oslo police detective Harry Hole. Detective Harry Hole embarrassed the
force, and for his sins he's been reassigned to mundane surveillance
tasks. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is
inadvertently drawn into a mystery with deep roots in Norway's dark
past—when members of the nation's government willingly collaborated
with Nazi Germany. More than sixty years later, this black mark won't
wash away, and disgraced old soldiers who once survived a brutal
Russian winter are being murdered, one by one. Now, with only a
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stained and guilty conscience to guide him, an angry, alcoholic, errorprone policeman must make his way safely past the traps and mirrors of
a twisted criminal mind. For a hideous conspiracy is rapidly taking
shape around Hole—and Norway's darkest hour may still be to come.
Dunbar
The Kingdom
A New Harry Hole Novel
Headhunters
New Harry Hole Thriller
The Snowman
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • Inspector Harry Hole tracks a Norwegian
serial killer in this “fiendishly complex and terrifically
entertaining” (The New York Times Book Review) installment of the New
York Times bestselling series. "Maddeningly addictive.” —Vanity Fair
One night, after the first snowfall of the year, a boy named Jonas
wakes up and discovers that his mother has disappeared. Only one trace
of her remains: a pink scarf, his Christmas gift to her, now worn by
the snowman that inexplicably appeared in their yard earlier that day.
Inspector Harry Hole suspects a link between the missing woman and a
suspicious letter he’s received. The case deepens when a pattern
emerges: over the past decade, eleven women have vanished—all on the
day of the first snow. But this is a killer who makes his own rules
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... and he’ll break his pattern just to keep the game interesting, as
he draws Harry ever closer into his twisted web. With brilliantly
realized characters and hair-raising suspense, international
bestselling author Jo Nesbø presents his most chilling case yet—one
that will test Harry Hole to the very limits of his sanity.
Grainy CCTV footage shows a man walking into a bank and putting a gun
to a cashier's head. He tells her to count to twenty-five. When he
doesn't get his money in time, she is executed. Detective Harry Hole
is assigned to the case. While Harry's girlfriend is away in Russia,
an old flame gets in touch. He goes to dinner at her house and wakes
up at home with no memory of the past twelve hours. The same morning
the girl is found shot dead in her bed. Harry begins to receive
threatening e-mails. Is someone trying to frame him for this
unexplained death? Meanwhile the bank robberies continue with
unparalleled savagery. Gripping and surprising, Nemesis is the new
thriller by one of the biggest stars of Scandinavian crime fiction.
Since the 1970s, FantasticLand has been the theme park where “Fun is
Guaranteed!” But when a hurricane ravages the Florida coast and
isolates the park, the employees find it anything but fun. Five weeks
later, the authorities who rescue the survivors encounter a scene of
horror. Photos soon emerge online of heads on spikes outside of rides
and viscera and human bones littering the gift shops, breaking records
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for hits, views, likes, clicks, and shares. How could a group of
survivors, mostly teenagers, commit such terrible acts? Presented as a
fact-finding investigation and a series of first-person interviews,
FantasticLand pieces together the grisly series of events. Park policy
was that the mostly college-aged employees surrender their electronic
devices to preserve the authenticity of the FantasticLand experience.
Cut off from the world and left on their own, the teenagers soon form
rival tribes who viciously compete for food, medicine, social
dominance, and even human flesh. This new social network divides the
ravaged dreamland into territories ruled by the Pirates, the
ShopGirls, the Freaks, and the Mole People. If meticulously curated
online personas can replace private identities, what takes over when
those constructs are lost? FantasticLand is a modern take on Lord of
the Flies meets Battle Royale that probes the consequences of a social
civilization built online. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade,
Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of
books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political
and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance,
erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde,
Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
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books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
'It's sensational' STEVE CAVANAGH 'The very definition of a pageturner' HARRIET TYCE On this street, everyone has something to hide.
And now someone knows their secrets... Do you have any idea what the
people you know are capable of? Bestselling author of All My Lies Are
True, Dorothy Koomson, asks how well you can really know your
neighbours. Fans of Lisa Jewell and Claire Douglas will rip through
the pages of this addictive new thriller. When Rae answers her front
door one afternoon, her neighbour, Priscilla, thrusts a book into her
hands before collapsing. After Priscilla is rushed to hospital, Rae
discovers the book is actually a diary full of their neighbours'
deepest secrets. Rae knows she should hand the book over to the police
investigating Priscilla's attack ... but she's spotted her husband's
name in the diary and she needs to know what he - and everyone else has done. But if someone tried to kill Priscilla to keep their secret,
how long before Rae is in danger, too? 'Just like Desperate Housewives
but even darker and more devious' WOMAN & HOME Readers love Dorothy
Koomson: 'Koomson just gets better and better' Woman & Home 'An
instantly involving psychological thriller' Daily Telegraph 'This is
devastatingly good' Heat 'The suspense was on another level' Black
Girls Book Club 'Written with verve and insight' Stylist 'We just
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couldn't put it down' Closer 'The author plays a blinder' Sun 'The
novel simmers with tension' Daily Express 'You'll be gripped by this
tense, twisty thriller' Fabulous
From the Sunday Times No.1 bestselling author of the Harry Hole series
The Magical Fruit
The Snow Leopard
FantasticLand
Can Doctor Proctor Save Christmas?
The Thirst

With more than seven million copies sold worldwide, and translated into
over forty languages, Jo Nesbo’s Harry Hole series is an international
phenomenon. Detective Harry Hole is a genuine anti-hero: a handsome
loner, an alcoholic and workaholic who is tormented in his personal life
even as he is revered by his colleagues for his unwavering sense of justice
and proven police instincts. Harry’s self-governing, anti-authoritarian style
has driven his superior officer at the crime squad in Oslo to call him “the
best investigator in the department and the worst public servant.” Firstclass thrillers with high voltage suspense and complex plotting, The
Snowman, The Leopard and Phantom are fascinating journeys into the
world of this singular character and the dark criminal minds he pursues to
the very limits of his sanity, in Oslo and beyond. “Jo Nesbo is my favorite
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thriller writer and Harry Hole my new hero.” —Michael Connelly
“Exuberantly, ingeniously gruesome.” —The Telegraph
**THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR** **Shortlisted for the
Crime Writers' Association Dagger Awards 2022**
____________________________________ Murder. Assassination. Revenge. Discover
the first short story collection from the King of Scandi Crime. Meet a
detective on the trail of a man suspected of murdering his twin; a hired
assassin facing his greatest adversary; and two passengers meeting by
chance on a plane, spelling romance or something far more sinister. In his
first ever collection of short stories, this master of crime delivers a
gripping, edge-of-your seat read that you won't be able to put down. *JO
NESBO HAS SOLD OVER 50 MILLION BOOKS WORLDWIDE* PRAISE FOR JO
NESBO: 'A storyteller with few equals' Daily Express 'The king of
Scandicrime' Financial Times 'Deliciously dark' Heat 'Nightmare-inducing
and terrific' The Times READERS LOVE JO NESBO: ***** 'Intriguing,
mysterious, full of suspense' Netgalley reader ***** 'To say I couldn't put it
down is an understatement...' Netgalley reader ***** 'A great read with
plenty of twists and surprises' Netgalley read
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Cockroaches, a
“forcefully written story of personal defeat, despair, and salvation” (The
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New York Times Book Review) about a man with one small problem—his
former boss, Oslo's most notorious drug kingpin, wants him dead. "A fun
read, with a likable protagonist and a brisk, page-turning pace." —Los
Angeles Times Ulf was once the kingpin's fixer, but after betraying him, Ulf
is now the one his former boss wants fixed. Hiding out at the end of the
line in northern Norway, Ulf lives among the locals. A mother and son
befriend him, and their companionship stirs something deep in him that he
thought was long dead. As he awaits the inevitable arrival of his murderous
pursuers, he questions if redemption is at all possible or if, as he's always
believed, “hope is a real bastard.”
A reimagining of one of Shakespeare's most well-read tragedies, by the
contemporary, critically acclaimed master of domestic drama Henry
Dunbar, the once all-powerful head of a global media corporation, is not
having a good day. In his dotage he hands over care of the corporation to
his two eldest daughters, Abby and Megan, but as relations sour he starts
to doubt the wisdom of past decisions. Now imprisoned in Meadowmeade,
an upscale sanatorium in rural England, with only a demented alcoholic
comedian as company, Dunbar starts planning his escape. As he flees into
the hills, his family is hot on his heels. But who will find him first, his
beloved youngest daughter, Florence, or the tigresses Abby and Megan, so
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keen to divest him of his estate? Edward St Aubyn is renowned for his
masterwork, the five Melrose novels, which dissect with savage and
beautiful precision the agonies of family life. His take on King Lear,
Shakespeare’s most devastating family story, is an excoriating novel for
and of our times – an examination of power, money and the value of
forgiveness.
(Penguin Orange Collection)
Phantom
William Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice Retold: A Novel
The Second Inspector Harry Hole Novel
A Harry Hole Novel (6)
The Duchess and the Dragon
Oslo is sweltering in the summer heat when a young woman is murdered in her flat.
One finger has been cut off and a tiny red diamond in the shape of a pentagram̶a
five-pointed star̶is found under her eyelid. Detective Harry Hole is assigned the case
with Tom Waaler, a colleague he neither likes nor trusts. He believes Tom is behind a
gang of arms smugglers̶and the murder of his partner. But Harry, an off-the-rails
alcoholic, is barely holding on to his job and has little choice but to play nice. Five
days later, another woman is reported missing. When her severed finger is found
adorned with a star-shaped red diamond ring, Harry fears a serial killer is on the loose.
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Determined to find the killer and expose the crooked Tom Waaler, Harry discovers the
two investigations melding in unexpected ways. But pursuing the truth comes at a
price, and soon Harry finds himself on the run and forced to make difficult decisions
about a future he may not live to see. One of the brightest stars of Scandinavian crime
writing, Jo NesbØ has been compared to Ian Rankin, Michael Connelly, and Henning
Mankell. His novels are bestsellers throughout Europe, acclaimed by critics and
revered by aficionados of thrillers and mysteries. Brilliantly plotted and paced, The
Devil's Star shows NesbØ at his absolute best, combining powerful emotional
resonance with truly stunning suspense.
The Fart Powder was such a successful invention that Doctor Proctor couldn't stop
there. Next up: a Time-travel Bath Bomb. Throw the Bath Bomb in the tub, lather up
and imagine where you'd like to visit. The battle of Waterloo? No problem. The French
Revolution? Let's go! Doctor Proctor has plans for this new invention. Years ago he
lost his true love, Juliette Margarine, and now he wants to change the past and win
her back. But when his plan goes awry, it's up to Nilly and LIsa to travel in time and
save the day.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • A funny, dark, and twisted caper worthy of Quentin
Tarantino and the Coen brothers̶about an aspiring art thief and the target who s
about to destroy his life. If you don t know Nesbø, it s time to get with it.
̶USA Today Roger Brown is a corporate headhunter, and he s a master of his
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profession. But one career simply can t support his luxurious lifestyle and his
wife s fledgling art gallery. At an art opening one night he meets Clas Greve, who is
not only the perfect candidate for a major CEO job, but also, perhaps, the answer to
his financial woes: Greve just so happens to mention that he owns a priceless Peter
Paul Rubens painting that s been lost since World War II̶and Roger Brown just so
happens to dabble in art theft. But when he breaks into Greve s apartment, he finds
more than just the painting. And Clas Greve may turn out to be the worst thing
that s ever happened to Roger Brown.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018 Shakespeare s dark and tragic play
retold in a heart-pounding New York Times bestselling thriller from the author of The
Snowman and The Thirst. Set in the 1970s in a run-down, rainy industrial town, Jo
Nesbo's Macbeth centers around a police force struggling to shed an incessant drug
problem. Duncan, chief of police, is idealistic and visionary, a dream to the
townspeople but a nightmare for criminals. The drug trade is ruled by two drug lords,
one of whom̶a master of manipulation named Hecate̶has connections with the
highest in power, and plans to use them to get his way. Hecate s plot hinges on
steadily, insidiously manipulating Inspector Macbeth: the head of SWAT and a man
already susceptible to violent and paranoid tendencies. What follows is an
unputdownable story of love and guilt, political ambition, and greed for more,
exploring the darkest corners of human nature, and the aspirations of the criminal
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mind.
Midnight Sun
The Fall of Arthur
A Harry Hole Novel
Nemesis
Who Cut the Cheese?
William Shakespeare's King Lear Retold: A Novel
Can Doctor Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa save Christmas in this new fart-tastically
funny adventure from worldwide bestselling author Jo Nesb�? When the
king of Norway sells the rights to Christmas to Mr Thrane, it looks like the
holidays aren't going to be very merry. Mr Thrane says that the only people
who can celebrate are those who buy 10,000 crowns worth of presents from
his department store. For anyone who doesn't - or can't - spend that much,
it's no tree, no presents, no carols, and no Christmas pudding. Doctor
Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa aren't going to take this sitting down! They're going
to find Santa and save Christmas. All they need is a sleigh, flying reindeer,
some time travel soap, and, of course, some fart powder! PRAISE for the
Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder series: 'This terrific book will make you laugh,
and cherish your friends' - James Patterson 'plenty of toilet humour, and
general silliness that kids love' - The Bookseller 'wickedly entertaining' Page 22/32
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The Big Issue 'Lashings of silliness, quirkiness, self-deprecating humour,
and a rollicking plot...' - TheBookbag.co.uk 'Fuelled by farts, this is fastpaced and a delightfully ridiculous adventure' - Julia Eccleshare on
lovereading4kids.co.uk 'A superb mix of bizarre and wacky with a little bit of
off-beat thrown in. Reminiscent of Roald Dahl it has all the elements to
keep children hooked...' - Waterstones
An edge-of-your seat Harry Hole page-turner you won't be able to put down.
'Nesbo is several steps ahead of you in this endlessly twisting, multi-layered
thriller' Sun The police urgently need Harry Hole. A killer is stalking Oslo's
streets. Police officers are being slain at the scenes of crimes they once
investigated, but failed to solve. The murders are brutal, the media reaction
hysterical. But this time, Harry can't help anyone. For years, detective Harry
Hole has been at the centre of every major criminal investigation in Oslo.
His dedication to his job and his brilliant insights have saved the lives of
countless people. But now, with those he loves most facing terrible danger,
Harry can't protect anyone. Least of all himself. *JO NESBO HAS SOLD 50
MILLION BOOKS WORLDWIDE* *Watch out for The Kingdom, the new Jo
Nesbo thriller, out now*
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Meaty, gripping, full of tantalizing
twists” (Associated Press), this installment of the international bestselling
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series brings Inspector Harry Hole back from Hong Kong hot on the trail of
a serial killer. Inspector Harry Hole has retreated to Hong Kong, escaping
the trauma of his last case in squalid opium dens, when two young women
are found dead in Oslo, both drowned in their own blood. Media coverage
quickly reaches a fever pitch. There are no clues, the police investigation is
stalled, and Harry—the one man who might be able to help—can’t be found.
After he returns to Oslo, the killer strikes again, Harry’s instincts take over,
and nothing can keep him from the investigation, though there is little to go
on. Worse, he will soon come to understand that he is dealing with a
psychopath who will put him to the test, both professionally and personally,
as never before.
A veritable crime lover’s delight from a true master of mystery and
suspense. Experience the #1 New York Times best-selling author as never
before in this dark and thrilling short story collection that takes us on a
journey of twisted minds and vengeful hearts. Jo Nesbø is known the world
over as a consummate mystery/thriller writer. Famed for his deft
characterization, hair-raising suspense and shocking twists, Nesbø’s
dexterity with the dark corners of the human heart is on full display in these
inventive and enthralling stories. A detective with a nose for jealousy is on
the trail of a man suspected of murdering his twin; a bereaved father must
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decide whether vengeance has a place in the new world order after a
pandemic brings about the collapse of society; a garbage man fresh off a
bender tries to piece together what happened the night before; a hired
assassin matches wits against his greatest adversary in a dangerous game
for survival; and an instantly electric connection between passengers on a
flight to London may spell romance, or something more sinister. With
Nesbø's characteristic gift for outstanding atmosphere and gut-wrenching
revelations, The Jealousy Man confirms that he is at the peak of his
abilities.
Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder: Time-Travel Bath Bomb
I Know What You've Done
Shylock Is My Name
The tenth book in the Harry Hole series from the phenomenal Sunday Times
bestselling author of The Kingdom
A novel
The Great Gold Robbery
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this installment of the New
York Times bestselling series, Jo Nesbo sends Inspector Harry
Hole to Thailand to investigate the murder of an ambassador.
"Nesbø never lets a page go by without making characters and
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situations vivid."—Houston Chronicle “I can’t think of anyone
who makes my skin crawl like Nesbo."—The New York Times Book
Review When the Norwegian ambassador to Thailand is found dead
in a Bangkok brothel, Inspector Harry Hole is dispatched from
Oslo to help hush up the case. But once he arrives Harry
discovers that this case is about much more than one random
murder. There is something else, something more pervasive,
scrabbling around behind the scenes. Or, put another way, for
every cockroach you see in your hotel room, there are hundreds
behind the walls. Surrounded by round-the-clock traffic noise,
Harry wanders the streets of Bangkok lined with go-go bars,
temples, opium dens, and tourist traps, trying to piece together
the story of the ambassador’s death even though no one asked him
to, and no one wants him to—not even Harry himself.
The beloved author of the high fantasy works The Hobbit and The
Lord of the Rings delves into the legend of King Arthur in an
epic, but unfinished, poem written in Old English alliterative
meter.
In Hell's Kitchen, New York City, to work on a low-budget
documentary on the area's colorful history, ex-stuntman-turnedPage 26/32
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location-scout John Pellam finds himself investigating a series
of suspicious fires that may be linked to efforts to hide the
past.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the author of the bestselling
Harry Hole series comes an electrifying tale of vengeance set
amid Oslo's brutal hierarchy of corruption. “The crime author of
the moment.”—The New York Times Book Review Sonny Lofthus has
been in prison for almost half his life: serving time for crimes
he didn't commit. In exchange, he gets an uninterrupted supply
of heroin—and a stream of fellow prisoners seeking out his
Buddha-like absolution. Years earlier Sonny’s father, a corrupt
cop, took his own life rather than face exposure. Now Sonny is
the center of a vortex of corruption: prison staff, police,
lawyers, a desperate priest—all of them focused on keeping him
stoned and jailed. When Sonny discovers a shocking truth about
his father’s suicide, he makes a brilliant escape and begins
hunting down the people responsible for his and his father’s
demise. But he's also being hunted, and by enemies too many to
count. Two questions remain: who will get to him first, and what
will he do when he’s cornered?
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a completely unputdownable thriller with shocking twists from
the bestselling author
The Devil's Star
Hell's Kitchen
Angle of Investigation
Police
The Son
HARRY HOLE IS BACK! READ THE OPENING CHAPTERS OF THE
BLISTERING NEW THRILLER FROM THE NUMBER 1 BESTSELLING
AUTHOR OF THE SNOWMAN AND POLICE AHEAD OF PUBLICATION.
THERE’S A NEW KILLER ON THE STREETS... A woman is found
murdered after an internet date. The marks left on her body show
the police that they are dealing with a particularly vicious killer.
HE’S IN YOUR HOUSE... HE’S IN YOUR ROOM Under pressure from
the media to find the murderer, the force know there’s only one
man for the job. But Harry Hole is reluctant to return to the place
that almost took everything from him. Until he starts to suspect a
connection between this killing and his one failed case. HE’S OUT
FOR BLOOD When another victim is found, Harry realises he will
need to put everything on the line if he’s to finally catch the one
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who got away. 'An expertly plotted, compelling and gripping whiteknuckle ride... Nesbo deserves to be crowned the king of all crime
thriller writers' Sunday Express on THE SON 'Nesbo deploys all the
key ingredients of a cracking good thriller with expertise and verve.
The ticking clock, the tension expertly ratcheted ever upwards, the
changing scenery, the constantly shifting goalposts and the
effortless, triumphant outpacing of the reader's ability to guess
what's going to happen will keep you gripped to the last page'
Guardian on THE LEOPARD 'The undisputed king of Scandinavian
crime fiction' The Times 'Scandinavian crime thrillers don’t come
much darker or more tense than the best-selling Harry Hole series,
and this tenth outing for the Norwegian detective is the best yet'
Sunday Mirror on POLICE
Part of the Penguin Orange Collection, a limited-run series of twelve
influential and beloved American classics in a bold series design
offering a modern take on the iconic Penguin paperback Winner of
the 2016 AIGA + Design Observer 50 Books | 50 Covers competition
For the seventieth anniversary of Penguin Classics, the Penguin
Orange Collection celebrates the heritage of Penguin’s iconic book
design with twelve influential American literary classics
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representing the breadth and diversity of the Penguin Classics
library. These collectible editions are dressed in the iconic orange
and white tri-band cover design, first created in 1935, while french
flaps, high-quality paper, and striking cover illustrations provide
the cutting-edge design treatment that is the signature of Penguin
Classics Deluxe Editions today. The Snow Leopard In 1973, Peter
Matthiessen and field biologist George Schaller traveled high into
the remote mountains of Nepal to study the Himalayan blue sheep
and possibly glimpse the rare and beautiful snow leopard.
Matthiessen, a student of Zen Buddhism, was also on a spiritual
quest to find the Lama of Shey at the ancient shrine on Crystal
Mountain. The result is a remarkable account of a journey both
physical and spiritual, as the arduous climb yields to Matthiessen a
deepening Buddhist understanding of reality, suffering,
impermanence, and beauty.
Brilliant, audaciously rogue police officer, Harry Hole from The
Snowman and The Thirst, is back and in the throes of a new,
unanticipated rage--once again hunting the murderer who has
haunted his entire career. Harry Hole is not in a good place.
Rakel--the only woman he's ever loved--has ended it with him,
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permanently. He's been given a chance for a new start with the Oslo
Police but it's in the cold case office, when what he really wants is
to be investigating cases he suspects have ties to Svein Finne, the
serial rapist and murderer who Harry helped put behind bars. And
now, Finne is free after a decade-plus in prison--free, and Harry is
certain, unreformed and ready to take up where he left off. But
things will get worse. When Harry wakes up the morning after a
blackout, drunken night with blood that's clearly not his own on his
hands, it's only the very beginning of what will be a waking
nightmare the likes of which even he could never have imagined.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • In this “invigorating must-read”
installment (Newsweek) of the New York Times bestselling series,
Inspector Harry Hole investigates a serial killer targeting Oslo’s
police officers. For years, detective Harry Hole has been at the
center of every major criminal investigation in Oslo. His brilliant
insights and dedication to his job have saved countless lives over
the years. But as the killer grows increasingly bold and the media
reaction increasingly hysterical, the detective is nowhere to be
found. This time, when those he loves and values most are facing
terrible danger, Harry is in no position to protect anyone—least of
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all himself.
The Thirst Free Ebook Sampler
Silent (but Deadly) Night
William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew Retold: A Novel
Blood on Snow
The Jealousy Man
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